Enterprise Parking Application Job Aid
SUMMARY OF ENTERPRISE PARKING APPLICATION
The Enterprise Parking Application has two sections, one for employees who have a stall and one for those who don’t.
Below is a summary of the functionality for each section:
Employees who don’t have a stall
1. Apply for parking and join the waitlist: Get added to the waitlist or update your waitlist record
2. Review the waitlist for my building: Determine where you’re at on the waitlist
3. Update my stall share preferences: Specify which days you want to share a stall (if any)
4. Cancel my stall share agreement: Stop sharing a stall (if curently sharing one)
Employees who have a stall
1. Find a parking partner: Review employees interested in stall share and offer to share your stall
2. Cancel my parking subscription: Give up your stall and stop paying for parking
3. Acknowledge an informal stall share agreement (DOA only): Indicate that you’re sharing a stall informally

FUNCTIONALITY FOR EMPLOYEES WITHOUT A STALL

Apply for parking and join the waitlist
This screen allows you to join the waitlist or update your waitlist record.

Most data on this screen is populated automatically, but the following fields will require your input:
Which lot do you want to park at?
This field is used to determine which waitlist to put you on. This field cannot be updated once you submit since you
cannot be on more than one waitlist at a time.
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Do you want your waitlist status to be active?
This field sets the status of your waitlist record. If you choose “No”, you will be skipped during the automated stall
assignment process, but you will keep your spot on the waitlist. This choice can be changed at any time.
Do you want to be considered for a stall share agreement?
This field determines if you are shown to existing subscribers as a potential stall share partner. If you choose “Yes”, you
will be asked which days you’re interested in sharing a stall and you will appear on the “Find a parking partner” screen.
Do you drive a compact car?
This field is used to identify employees who can use compact car stalls. If you drive a compact car, you may be eligible
for a stall sooner than those who don’t.
Parking rules and regulations
To park in a state stall, you must agree to the conditions at the bottom of the screen. If you do not agree to these
conditions, you will not be eligible to submit the form or park in a stall.

Update my stall share preferences
This screen will allow you to update your stall share preferences. This screen is a simplified version of the “Apply for
parking or join the waitlist” screen. If you indicate that you want to be considered for a stall share agreement, you will
be asked to choose which days you’d like to share a stall. The days you select will be shown to employees who are
looking to share their stall using the “Find a parking partner” screen. The stall share selections are shown below:

Once you have made the selections and clicked “Submit form”, your record will be automatically updated, and you’ll be
sent a confirmation email. No further action is needed. If an employee wants to share their stall with you, you’ll receive
an offer via email at a later date.
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Review the waitlist
On the “Review the waitlist” screen, you’ll need to choose your agency and parking lot you’re interested in. Once you’ve
made the selection, please wait as it usually takes 10 seconds or more to determine the order of the waitlist.

Cancel your stall share agreement
If you’re the secondary subscriber in a stall share agreement, you can decide to cancel it at any time by clicking the
“Cancel my stall share agreement” button. You will be asked if you are sure you want to cancel. By clicking “Yes Remove me”, you will be removed from the stall and your payroll deductions will be cancelled.
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FUNCTIONALITY FOR EMPLOYEES WITH A STALL

Find a parking partner
Employees who have a parking stall can search for a parking partner on the “Find a parking partner screen”. On this
screen, you can select which days you’d like to share a stall by choosing “Yes” under the appropriate days. These are the
days that your stall share partner would park in the stall. In the example below, the user will offer to share their stall on
Monday and Wednesday.
After making selecting which days you’d like to share, the list will show you employees who are interested in sharing a
stall those days. This list is sorted to show the employees at the top of the waitlist first, but you can choose anyone on
the list. Some employees may want to share a stall on more days than you’ve selected but may accept a stall share
agreement for fewer days.
Once you’ve found an employee you want to share with, you can click “Send offer”. This sends the selected employee an
offer via email that they can accept or decline. They will have 3 days to respond. You will receive an email notification
once they have responded to the offer.
Please keep in mind that when you offer to share a stall, you cannot cancel your offer. If an offer is accepted, you are
entering a binding agreement with the secondary subscriber, and you cannot remove them without their consent unless
your remote work schedule changes.

Cancel my parking subscription
If you are the primary subscriber in a parking stall subscription, you can decide to cancel it at any time by clicking the
“Cancel my parking subscription” button. You will be asked if you are sure you want to cancel. By clicking “Yes - Remove
me”, you will be removed from the stall and your payroll deductions will be cancelled.
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Acknowledge an informal stall share agreement (Admin building only)
If you are sharing a stall with one or more employees without splitting the costs, you can record this on the
“Acknowledge an informal stall share agreement” screen. On this screen, you must agree to the conditions listed in to
submit. Violating these conditions may require you to enter a formal stall share agreement or forfeit your stall.

